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Atoh1 Directs the Formation of Sensory Mosaics and Induces Cell Proliferation in the Postnatal Mammalian Cochlea In Vivo

Michael C. Kelly,1 Qing Chang,2 Alex Pan,1 Xi Lin,1,2 and Ping Chen1,2

Departments of 1Cell Biology and 2Otolaryngology, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Hearing impairment due to the loss of sensory hair cells is permanent in humans. Considerable interest targets the hair cell differentiation factor Atoh1 as a potential tool with which to promote hair cell regeneration. We generated a novel mouse model to direct the expression of Atoh1 in a spatially and temporally specific manner in the postnatal mammalian cochlea to determine the competency of various types of cochlear epithelial cells for hair cell differentiation. Atoh1 can generate cells in young animals with morphological, molecular, and physiological properties reminiscent of hair cells. This competency is cell type specific and progressively restricted with age. Significantly, Atoh1 induces ectopic sensory patches through Notch signaling to form a cellular mosaic similar to the endogenous sensory epithelia and expansion of the sensory mosaic through the conversion of supporting cells and nonautonomous supporting cell production. Furthermore, Atoh1 also activates proliferation within the normally postmitotic cochlear epithelium. These results provide insight into the potential and limitations of Atoh1-mediated hair cell regeneration.

Introduction

The highly specialized sensory hair cells within the inner ear are directly responsible for the conversion of mechanical stimuli to neuronal signals important for both auditory and vestibular function. Whereas some vertebrates retain the ability to regenerate sensory hair cells after damage (Brignull et al., 2009), mammals have only very limited ability to replace missing hair cells (Forge et al., 1993; Warchol et al., 1993; Kelley et al., 1995; Kawamoto et al., 2009), making the associated deficits permanent.

Atoh1 is a proneural basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor required for the differentiation of sensory hair cells from the sensory precursor domains during development (Bermingham et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2002). Previous work has shown that ectopic delivery of Atoh1 to embryonic (Woods et al., 2004; Gubbels et al., 2008) and neonatal (Zheng and Gao, 2000; Shou et al., 2003) cochlear epithelia can generate new sensory hair cells. Furthermore, evidence from viral transfection suggests that Atoh1 can direct the formation of new hair cells in the adult mammalian cochlea (Kawamoto et al., 2003; Izumikawa et al., 2005). Consequently, Atoh1 has been an important target for hair cell regeneration strategies (Brigande and Heller, 2009; Shibata and Raphael, 2010).

Despite these promising findings and a tremendous effort in targeting Atoh1, critical evaluation of the efficiency and broader effects of using Atoh1 for hair cell regeneration in the inner ear is still missing (Shibata and Raphael, 2010). The competency of various types of cochlear cells for functional hair cell differentiation on Atoh1 activation has yet to be tested systematically. Furthermore, the structural and physiological consequences of Atoh1-mediated hair cell regeneration aimed at converting any of the cochlear cell populations have not been assessed.

Here, we report the generation of a transgenic mouse line that allows for temporal and cell-specific targeting of Atoh1 in a stable and reproducible manner. We show that at postnatal stages, the cells in the cochlear lining competent to become hair cells are clustered in distinct regions in neonatal animals and that the competency becomes progressively more restricted up to the age of hearing onset, correlating with the expression of Sox2. Atoh1 initiates a differentiation program that leads to the development of characteristic hair bundles, targeted innervation, and the physiological properties resembling those of endogenous hair cells. Furthermore, the induction of Atoh1 resulted in the upregulation of Notch signaling and the generation of nonsensory supporting cells to encircle the ectopic hair cells in the ectopic sensory regions. In addition, Tg\textsuperscript{Atoh1} expression induces the expansion of the sensory mosaic through the conversion of supporting cells and nonautonomous supporting cell production. Surprisingly,
we observed induced cell proliferation in the normally quiescent cochlear epithelium. These data together suggest that Atoh1 not only acts as a potent hair cell differentiation factor but also activates pathways important for patterning the sensory epithelium through cell fate decisions and cell cycle control.

Materials and Methods

Generation of inducible transgenic Atoh1 line, induction of Atoh1, and care of animals. The coding sequence for Atoh1 was cloned into the SalI/EcoRV site of the pTET-Splice vector (Invitrogen). The vector was linearized by SapI/NotI digest, and founder animals were generated by pronuclear injection. Positive male and female founders were identified by PCR genotyping, confirmed by Southern blot analysis using a probe that recognizes both wild-type and transgenic loci, and then bred onto a reverse tetracycline trans-activator (rtTA) background (JAX Stock 005670; The Jackson Laboratory) (Belteki et al., 2005). Both male and female adult mice were crossed to one of the tissue-specific Cre lines (Foxg1\textsuperscript{Cre}, JAX Stock 004337; The Jackson Laboratory) (Hebert and McConnell, 2000) or GFAP\textsuperscript{Cre}, a gift from Ken McCarthy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC. (Casper and McCarthy, 2006) to generate samples to be used in this study. Animal care and use were in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Emory University.

Cochlear RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and semiquantitative RT-PCR. Cochleae were isolated from male and female transgenic and littermate control mice after doxycycline (Dox) administration and were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen; then cells were lysed with QIAshredder columns (Qiagen). Total RNA was isolated and purified using an RNeasy Micro-elute kit (Qiagen). A cDNA library was synthesized using previously described methods (Chen and Segil, 1999). Relative template representation was then determined after normalization of the total cDNA template using specific primers, as follows: Atoh1 (forward) TCTGCTGCATTCTCCCGAGC, (reverse)
Figure 3. Atoh1 induces ectopic hair cells with voltage-dependent currents. A, Diagram of the Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup> induction protocol used to generate ectopic hair cells in vivo for patch-clamp recordings. B, C, The relative position of the patched basolateral surfaces of ectopic hair cells is illustrated (B). Scale bar (in B), 10 μm. An example of an actual patched ectopic hair cell is shown (C, D). The voltage steps used for the recording, from −100 to +30 mV. E–G, A representative sample set of current traces from an endogenous outer hair cell in normal conditions (E) and in solution containing 50 mM TEA (F). G, An I–V plot summarizing the voltage-dependent currents recorded in endogenous outer hair cells under these conditions. H, I, A similar representative sample set of current traces from an ectopic hair cell in normal conditions (H) and in solution containing 50 mM TEA (I). J, An I–V plot summarizing the voltage-dependent currents recorded in ectopic hair cells under these conditions. More than six individual cells of each type were recorded from tissue from at least two separate animals in normal conditions. Similarly, at least three cells of each type from two separate animals were recorded with TEA. Error bars represent SD. HC, Hair cell; OHC, outer hair cell.
total number of cells in the ectopic sensory region (see Fig. 6 D, F). For quantification of the number of hair cells generated within the organ of Corti after extended Atoh1 induction, the sensory region defined by the most apical 100 inner hair cells was used as a standard unit domain among all samples. From within this domain in the endogenous outer hair cell area, the number of immature hair cells with rudimentary stereocilia bundles was counted, and these were compared between transgenic and control cochleae. Endogenous outer hair cells within this domain were also compared between transgenic and control samples to confirm that immature hair cells were, in fact, newly generated cells. All statistical comparisons were made using an unpaired two-tailed type 2 Student’s t test.

Results

Inducible TgAtoh1 expression produces new hair cells within the postnatal cochlea

To test the competency of postnatal cochlear epithelial cells to Atoh1-mediated hair cell differentiation, we generated inducible transgenic mice, TgAtoh1, in which the Atoh1 coding sequence is under the control of a tetracycline-response element (TRE). Atoh1 expression is activated by rTα, which requires Dox to bind to the TRE and activate Atoh1 transcription (Fig. 1 A). We verified the presence of the transgene in four founder lines (Fig. 1 B) and selected the line (Founder 03) that carries an estimated two to three copies of the transgene for use in all subsequent experiments. To direct the expression of TgAtoh1 after the administration of Dox, we crossed TgAtoh1 mice with a Cre-activated rTα line, B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(rtTA,EGFP)Nagy, and the Foxg1CreJ line. We verified that rTα expression was directed to the Foxg1Cre-expressing cell population (Fig. 1 C). Neonatal mice carrying all three transgenic alleles fed Dox for 2 d had a strong upregulation of Atoh1 transcript within the cochlear epithelium compared with normal levels expressed by littermate controls at postnatal day 2 (P2) (Fig. 1 D). These triallelic transgenic mice, Foxg1Cre;rtTα;TgAtoh1, allowed targeted Atoh1 expression throughout the cochlear epithelium in a conditional and reversible manner dependent on the administration of Dox.

Forced ectopic delivery of Atoh1 to cochlear epithelial cells has been shown previously to generate cells expressing hair cell markers (Zheng and Gao, 2000; Kawamoto et al., 2003; Shou et al., 2003; Woods et al., 2004; Izumikawa et al., 2005; Gubbels et al., 2008), and we observed a similar effect after Atoh1 induction. Compared with littermate controls, induced triallelic TgAtoh1 mice had a large number of hair cells within the nonsensory Kölliker’s organ region, or greater epithelial ridge (Fig. 2 A, B), and isolated ectopic hair cells within the developing spiral prominence region on the lateral wall of the cochlea (Fig. 2 B, arrow).

Sox2 is normally expressed early in the entire sensory precursor domain and is subsequently downregulated within differentiating hair cells and maintained in nonsensory supporting cells during development (Kiernan et al., 2005a; Kelley, 2006; Dabdoub et al., 2008). Interestingly, Sox2 appears to be induced in the ectopic hair cell region within the developing spiral prominence on the induction of Atoh1 (Fig. 2 B, arrow). Furthermore, there appears to be an inverse relationship between the expression of the hair cell marker MyoVI and Sox2 within ectopic sensory regions (Fig. 2 B, inset). This suggests that as new hair cells differentiate, they downregulate the expression of Sox2 in a manner
similar to the development of hair cells within the organ of Corti (Kiernan et al., 2005a; Kelley, 2006; Dabdoub et al., 2008).

**Atoh1 induces morphologically and physiologically characteristic hair cells**

We examined the morphology and physical properties of Atoh1-induced hair cells. Ectopic hair cells produced within Kölliker’s organ display stereocilia, which vary in maturity and have largely randomized orientation (Fig. 2C,D). In addition to MyoVI, these Atoh1-induced ectopic hair cells express hair cell marker parvalbumin and their hair bundles are espin positive (Fig. 2C,D). Ectopic hair cells attract TuJ1-positive neuronal fibers into Kölliker’s organ region (Fig. 2E,F). These TuJ1-positive fibers appear to surround the basolateral surfaces of the ectopic hair cells in a manner similar to that of endogenous hair cells within the organ of Corti (Fig. 2).

Atoh1 has been shown to generate new functional hair cells in ectopic and sensory regions (Izumikawa et al., 2005; Gubbels et al., 2008; Schlecker et al., 2011). We compared the passive basolateral currents of Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>-generated hair cells with endogenous organ of Corti hair cells by a whole-cell patch-clamp recording technique (Fig. 3A–C). The recorded current amplitudes from ectopic hair cells were smaller than those of endogenous outer hair cells (Fig. 3E–J). Nevertheless, ectopic hair cells exhibited several biophysical characteristics similar to those of their more mature endogenous counterparts (Fig. 3E–J).

**Figure 5.** Age-dependent regional decrease in competency correlates with reduction of Sox2-positive cells in Kölliker’s organ. A, Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>-generated ectopic hair cells are generated in large numbers from the Sox2 expression domain, which extends throughout Kölliker’s organ in P1 stage cochlea from apex to base (A–A”). B, The developmentally transient Kölliker’s organ begins to disappear by P8 in a basal (B”) to apical (B) gradient that results in a loss of the Sox2-positive cell population. C, P8 mice induced for 2 d and harvested at P16 (P8–P10:P16) show ectopic hair cells only in the apical — 30% in a domain that approximately corresponds to the Sox2-positive expression domain of Kölliker’s organ at P8 (B). D, Littermate control cochlea at the P16 stage have Sox2 expression limited to sensory region supporting cells (D) and limited hair cell generation competency compared with earlier stages. E, Diagram of regions competent in hair cell generation using the P8–P10 induction with analysis at P16 (P8–P10:P16). Sample regions shown in E are highlighted. F, Sample whole-mount images of P8–P10:P16 cochleae from the apical — 10% (F), apical — 20% (F”), and apical — 30% (F”), with ectopic sensory regions demarcated by brackets (F, F”) or isolated ectopic hair cells labeled by asterisks (F”). Scale bars: A” (for A, A”, A”), B” (for B, B”, B”), D (for C, D), F” (for F, F”, F”), 20 μm. ESR, Ectopic sensory region; IHC, inner hair cell; KO, Kölliker’s organ; OHC, outer hair cell.
Despite ubiquitous induction of Atoh1 in the Notch signaling (Hinojosa, 1977). Atoh1 induces the formation of cellular mosaic patterning via (Fig. 5) (Hinojosa, 1977).

We noted that the progressively restricted competency of cells restricted by the P14 stage, and (Fig. 4) (A, B). The Atoh1-mediated hair cell differentiation competency of various cell populations in the older postnatal cochlea, however, is not clear. Significant molecular and morphological changes occur in the mammalian cochlea during development, leading up to the onset of hearing (Hinojosa, 1977; Kelly and Chen, 2009; Reisinger et al., 2010).

We compared the competency of Atoh1-induced hair cell generation in P0, P8, and P14 cochleae (Fig. 4). We observed an ectopic sensory region limited to the most apical regions of the cochlea, just medial to the inner hair cell row, following a 2 d TgAtoh1 induction in P8-stage mice (Fig. 4C, D, G), compared with the ectopic sensory region along the length of the cochlear duct in the neonatal cochlea (Fig. 4A, B). The competency was severely restricted by the P14 stage, and TgAtoh1 cochleae were indistinguishable from controls, even with an extended 6 d induction paradigm (Fig. 4E, F). We noted that the progressively restricted competency of cells medial to the organ of Corti appears to correlate with a progressive narrowing of the Sox2-positive domain as Kolliker’s organ undergoes its developmental regression to form the inner sulcus (Fig. 5) (Hinojosa, 1977).

**Competency for Atoh1-mediated hair cell differentiation decreases with age and correlates with the reduction of Sox2 expression domains**

A relatively short, 2 d TgAtoh1 induction at the neonatal stage produces a large ectopic sensory region within Kolliker’s organ and a small patch in the lateral wall (Figs. 2, 4A, B). The Atoh1-mediated hair cell differentiation competency of various cell populations in the older postnatal cochlea, however, is not clear. Significant molecular and morphological changes occur in the mammalian cochlea during development, leading up to the onset of hearing (Hinojosa, 1977; Kelly and Chen, 2009; Reisinger et al., 2010).

We compared the competency of Atoh1-induced hair cell generation in P0, P8, and P14 cochleae (Fig. 4). We observed an ectopic sensory region limited to the most apical regions of the cochlea, just medial to the inner hair cell row, following a 2 d TgAtoh1 induction in P8-stage mice (Fig. 4C, D, G), compared with the ectopic sensory region along the length of the cochlear duct in the neonatal cochlea (Fig. 4A, B). The competency was severely restricted by the P14 stage, and TgAtoh1 cochleae were indistinguishable from controls, even with an extended 6 d induction paradigm (Fig. 4E, F). We noted that the progressively restricted competency of cells medial to the organ of Corti appears to correlate with a progressive narrowing of the Sox2-positive domain as Kolliker’s organ undergoes its developmental regression to form the inner sulcus (Fig. 5) (Hinojosa, 1977).

**Atoh1 induces the formation of cellular mosaic patterning via Notch signaling**

Despite ubiquitous induction of Atoh1 in the Foxg1Cre-expressing cochlear epithelium (Fig. 1C), all ectopic sensory regions contained a mosaic pattern of hair cells and nonsensory cells (Figs. 2D, 4B, G). Notch signaling plays an important role during development to define the cellular mosaic pattern of the organ of Corti (Lanford et al., 1999; Kiernan et al., 2005b; Brooker et al., 2006; Takebayashi et al., 2007). Two Notch-associated downstream mediators known to inhibit hair cell differentiation during development, Hes1 and Hes5 (Zheng et al., 2000; Zine et al., 2001; Li et al., 2008), were upregulated within TgAtoh1 cochleae after 2 d of induction (Fig. 6A).

To further explore the possibility that Notch signaling plays a role in patterning the ectopic sensory regions, we induced TgAtoh1 neonatal cochlear explant cultures while pharmacologically blocking Notch activity (Fig. 6B). In drastic comparison to the cellular mosaic pattern in the control cultures (Fig. 6C, D), cultures treated with DAPT, which inhibits γ-secretase-dependent cleavage of Notch required for downstream signaling (Geling et al., 2002), had an ectopic sensory region made up almost entirely of MyoVI-positive hair cells with only a few nonsensory cells throughout (Fig. 6E, F). Whereas DAPT treatment does not generate ectopic hair cells within Kolliker’s organ in the wild-type cochlea, as reported previously (Doetzlhofer et al., 2009), the percentage of ectopic hair cells generated within Kolliker’s organ of induced TgAtoh1 cochlear explants was significantly increased when cultured in the presence of DAPT (control DMSO treated, 22 ± 11%; DAPT treated, 66 ± 13%; p < 0.01; n = 3). DAPT treatment also caused a significant increase in the number of
crossed the test whether postnatal supporting cells can become hair cells, we et al., 2002; Kelley, 2006; Doetzlhofer et al., 2009). To further specified and maintained by multiple signaling pathways (Fritz et al., 1995; Slepecky et al., 1995; Kelly and Chen, 2007) that is a distinct and highly differentiated cell population (Henderson et al., 2011). As a result, the postnatal supporting cells within the organ of Corti represent shared expression of Sox2 with Kölliker’s organ (Figs. 2A–D). No newly differentiated hair cells were observed within the en-sensory supporting cells within the organ of Corti (Figs. 2A, 4). We also explored whether longer TgAtoh1 induction could override the inhibitory signals and differentiated status of the cells that are less competent for hair cell induction by Atoh1 (Figs. 8, 9). We administered Dox to neonatal Foxg1Cre;rtTA;TgAtoh1 triallelic mice for 4 d, compared with the routine 2 d administration. Within the organ of Corti, TgAtoh1-induced samples had

**Figure 7.** Differentiated supporting cells can be converted to new hair cells by directing Atoh1 to the supporting cells in culture. A, B, Diagram illustrates the activation of rtTA within differentiated supporting cells using hGFAPCre (Δ). Cross section of the organ of Corti demonstrates GFP expression strictly in the supporting cells and excluded from MyoVI-expressing hair cells in GFAPCre;rtTA (eGFP) animals that are not fed with Dox. C, Diagram illustrating the induction protocol used. Doxycycline induction was maintained for 3 d between 1DIV and 4DIV for GFAPCre;rtTA (eGFP);TgAtoh1 animals. D–F, Orthogonal confocal sections taken through the cochlea after 3 d of Dox induction in GFAPCre;rtTA (eGFP);TgAtoh1 animals. Note that a nascent MyoVI-positive cell within the organ of Corti (asterisk) is also positive for eGFP, suggesting its supporting cell origin. In addition, a few eGFP-positive and MyoVI-positive cells (asterisks) are observed in the medial region of the cochlear epithelium in which hGFAPCre is not detected initially, implicating a nonautonomous induction of new supporting cells and consequent expansion of the sensory mosaic. G, G’, Phalloidin and MyoVI staining of the cochlear whole mount (G) shows the production of ectopic hair cells with the formation of stereocilia bundles (G’, arrows). A cell with an immature hair bundle within the sensory region is marked (G’, yellow arrowhead). The brackets and arrowhead mark the OHCS and IHCs. Scale bars: B, D (for D–F), G (for G, G’), 20 μm. DIV, Days in vitro; IHC, inner hair cell; IRES, internal ribosome entry site; OHCS, outer hair cell; Phal, phalloidin.

ectopic hair cells that were in direct contact with one another (DMSO treated, 23 ± 4%; DAPT treated, 95 ± 5%; p < 0.001; n = 3).

**TgAtoh1** expression induces expansion of the sensory mosaic through conversion of supporting cells and nonautonomous supporting cell production and stimulates ectopic cell proliferation

Although patterned ectopic sensory regions were readily generated in Kölliker’s organ after a 2 d TgAtoh1 induction in Foxg1Cre;rtTA;TgAtoh1 triallelic mice, there appeared to be little effect on the nonsensory supporting cells within the organ of Corti (Figs. 2, 4). No newly differentiated hair cells were observed within the en-dogenous sensory region (Figs. 2B, D, 4B, D). Despite having a shared expression of Sox2 with Kölliker’s organ (Figs. 2A, 5A, B), the postnatal supporting cells within the organ of Corti represent a distinct and highly differentiated cell population (Henderson et al., 1995; Slepecky et al., 1995; Kelly and Chen, 2007) that is specified and maintained by multiple signaling pathways (Fritzsche et al., 2002; Kelley, 2006; Doetzlhofer et al., 2009). To further test whether postnatal supporting cells can become hair cells, we crossed the TgAtoh1 line to GFAPCre mice to direct TgAtoh1 expression specifically to differentiated supporting cells (Rio et al., 2002; Smeti et al., 2011) in vitro, where Cre expression in GFAPCre mice was reliably observed (Fig. 7). Therefore, supporting cells can be lineage traced by Cre-activated enhanced GFP (eGFP) expres-

It appears that supporting cells within the organ of Corti can be activated to express an early hair cell marker, MyoVI (Fig. 7D–F). In these GFAPCre;rtTA(eGFP);TgAtoh1-induced cochlear explant cultures, we also observed an expansion of the eGFP domain toward the region medial to the organ of Corti, where hair cell marker MyoVI expression can be detected and hair bundles are formed in this ectopically expanded sensory epithelium (Fig. 7). It has been reported that the generation of hair cells or the ectopic expression of Atoh1 induces the expression of a supporting cell marker, Jagged1, in surrounding cells (Woods et al., 2004). It is likely that the differentiation of hair cells in GFAP-Cre-positive cells induces a nonautonomous production of supporting cells and the expression of supportive markers, including GFAP, in the surrounding cells. The induction of GFAP leads to the induction of Atoh1 in these induced supporting cells, which are subsequently GFAP-Cre positive. The induction of Atoh1, in turn, activates hair cell differentiation and propagates the inductive events. It is also possible that GFAP-Cre may be endogenously expressed in the cells medial to the sensory region, often below detection levels.

We also explored whether longer TgAtoh1 induction could override the inhibitory signals and differentiated status of the cells that are less competent for hair cell induction by Atoh1 (Figs. 8, 9). We administered Dox to neonatal Foxg1Cre;rtTA;TgAtoh1 triallelic mice for 4 d, compared with the routine 2 d administration. Within the organ of Corti, TgAtoh1-induced samples had
significantly disrupted patterning within the apical turn of the cochlea (Fig. 9A,B), with immature hair cells arising between endogenous hair cells and immediately lateral to the third row of outer hair cells (Fig. 9B). We found a significant increase in immature hair cells in transgenic compared with control cochleae (44.3 ± 24.9 vs 2.0 ± 1.73; *p* < 0.05; from three independent induction litters), whereas the number of endogenous outer hair cells was unchanged [353 ± 14 (transgenic) vs 375 ± 21.4 (control); *p* = 0.21], suggesting that cells with an immature hair bundle truly represented a newly generated population of hair cells. Outside the organ of Corti region, we also found expanded ectopic patches in Kölliker’s organ and the lateral wall as well as MyoVI-positive cells along Reissner’s membrane (Fig. 8). In the most apical region of the cochlear duct of these animals, we observed a cochlear epithelium composed almost entirely of MyoVI-positive hair cells (Fig. 8C, inset). Together, these results suggest that extended Atoh1 expression is capable of promoting hair cell differentiation in less competent cochlear epithelial cell populations.

In extended induction *Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>* samples, we sometimes observed additional cells within the organ of Corti (Figs. 8, 9). These additional cells were presumably the product of either recruitment or induced cell proliferation in the normally postmitotic cochlear epithelium (Ruben, 1967; Chen and Segil, 1999; Chen et al., 2003). We tested whether proliferation was induced in response to Atoh1 by injecting BrdU in 4 d *Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>* induction pups to label S-phase nuclei (Fig. 9). Surprisingly, BrdU-positive nuclei were observed within the Hensen’s and Claudius’ cells of the Atoh1-induced organ of Corti (Fig. 9A–F) and in other regions of the normally postmitotic cochlear epithelium (Ruben, 1967). One mechanism thought to maintain the postmitotic state of certain cochlear epithelial cells is the expression of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor Cdkn1b, formerly p27/Kip1 (Chen and Segil, 1999). In response to Atoh1 induction, the expression of Cdkn1b is greatly reduced in the Hensen’s and Claudius’ cells, where ectopic cell proliferation is observed (Fig. 9E,F, arrows). *Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>*-stimulated proliferation was particularly apparent in cochlear explant cultures, where BrdU-positive nuclei were observed throughout the normally postmitotic sensory region domain (Fig. 9G,H). This enhanced cell proliferation *in vitro* may be due to unknown growth stimulators in the culture media or to the removal of physical restriction for tissue expansion.

To further confirm and characterize the Atoh1-induced cell proliferation events in culture, we immunostained Dox-treated

---

**Figure 8.** Extended Atoh1 induction greatly expands competency. A, A’, P5–P6 stage control cochlea shows a stereotyped cellular architecture with one row of IHCs and three rows of OHCs that run the length of the cochlear duct from apex (A) to base (A’). Sox2 expression remains limited to the organ of Corti supporting cells and cells within Kölliker’s organ. B, B’, P5–P6 stage cochlea from a triallelic *Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>* mouse administered Dox for 2 d (P0–P2). Ectopic hair cells are limited primarily to an ectopic sensory region within Kölliker’s organ and a small patch on the lateral wall that will develop into the spiral prominence region. C, C’, P5–P6 stage cochlea from a triallelic *Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup>* mouse administered Dox for 4 d (P0–P4). The competency region within Kölliker’s organ is expanded along the length of the cochlea. The very apical turn (C, inset) has a duct lined with MyoVI-positive hair cells. Note, however, that a layer of cells positive for Sox2 appears to remain (C, inset). Scale bars: A, bottom inset (for A–C, bottom insets), C, top inset, A’ (for A–A’), B’ (for B–B’), C’ (for C–C’), 20 μm. IHC, Inner hair cell; OHC, outer hair cell; Phal, phalloidin.
and control $Tg^{Atoh1}$ organ cultures for Sox2 and the metaplasia marker phospho-histone H3 (PH3) (Fig. 10). We found that whereas cultured littermate control cochlea had PH3 labeling below the Sox2-positive supporting cell layer (Fig. 10C), many PH3-labeled cells were within the sensory layer and Sox2-positive in $Tg^{Atoh1}$ cochleae (Fig. 10 D, E). Sox2-positive cells with PH3 localization consistent late-stage or completion of mitotic progression could be observed (Fig. 10 D, E). Together, these results show that $Tg^{Atoh1}$ induction not only induces hair cell formation but also promotes cell cycle re-entry in the postnatal mammalian cochlear epithelium.

**Discussion**

Atoh1 has been established as a potent hair cell differentiation factor and remains a promising target for inducing endogenous cell populations toward regeneration of the mammalian auditory and vestibular sensory organ after damage. The potential of Atoh1-mediated regeneration extends beyond its role as simply a terminal differentiation factor because intriguing non-cell autonomous effects have been reported to induce supporting cell production adjacent to, and recruit innervation to, Atoh1-generated ectopic hair cells (Kawamoto et al., 2003; Woods et al., 2004; Gubbels et al., 2008). Despite the promise of Atoh1 in hair cell regeneration (Kawamoto et al., 2003; Izumikawa et al., 2005; Schlecker et al., 2011), a lack of genetic tools and the technical difficulty of targeted transfection of large numbers and specific types of cells in a reproducible manner prevent more extensive analysis to gain a realistic assessment of Atoh1 in hair cell regeneration.

Our novel Atoh1 transgenic mouse line provides a stable and flexible system for careful examination of Atoh1 effects in various cell types of the cochlear epithelium at various stages. We show that a relatively short in vivo delivery of Atoh1 to the entire cochlear epithelium at the neonatal stage identifies distinct regions that are highly competent for hair cell differentiation (Fig. 2). Atoh1-generated hair cells are most robustly produced within the Kolliker’s organ region and have characteristic hair cell properties (Figs. 2C, 3). These results suggest that the cells within Kolliker’s organ at the neonatal stage retain competency to undergo an advanced hair cell differentiation program. In addition, we observed the production of ectopic hair cells in the lateral wall (Fig. 2), with short inductions of Atoh1 and essentially the entire population of cells of the epithelium at the apical region of the cochlea with extended induction of Atoh1 (Fig. 9C, inset). These data together demonstrate the quantitative potency of Atoh1 in hair cell induction and delineate the relative competency of various populations of cells.

Despite the induction of Atoh1 after the ubiquitous expression of rtTA in the cochlear epithelium (Fig. 1C), nonsensory cells persist and surround the ectopic hair cells within Kolliker’s organ (Figs. 2 B, 4) through a Notch-dependent mechanism (Fig. 6). Although the effect of blocking Notch signaling is clear, there is some evidence that the cellular mosaic within the ectopic regions does not follow a strict model of contact-dependent Notch signaling lateral inhibition. Ectopic hair cells sometimes directly contact each other, and not all nonsensory cells surround ectopic
As is the case in the development of the organ of Corti, additional pathways, such as FGF signaling (Mueller et al., 2002; Jacques et al., 2007; Puligilla et al., 2007) and Nectins (Togashi et al., 2006), may also be involved in patterning ectopic sensory regions. Together, these results suggest that multiple pathways are activated after Atoh1 delivery.

By comparing cochlear epithelia from Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup> animals induced at P0, P8, and P14 stages, we show the competency to generate hair cells becomes progressively restricted over the postnatal time period during hearing onset (Fig. 4) and correlates with a regression of the Sox2-positive cells within Kölliker's organ (Fig. 5). This age-related decline in competency was also observed in an inducible Atoh1 transgenic mouse line generated by Jian Zuo’s group, when expression is irreversibly activated at various postnatal time points (Liu et al., 2012). This change in competency illustrates the important distinction between generating new hair cells within embryonic and neonatal tissue and generating new hair cells within the adult cochlea, which presumably would be the primary target for hair cell regeneration.

Although highly competent Sox2-positive Kölliker’s organ cells become increasingly limited during postnatal maturation, several possibilities for Atoh1-mediated hair cell generation in the more mature cochlea still exist. In triallelic Tg<sup>Atoh1</sup> cochleae, Sox2 expression was observed in regions in which ectopic hair cells were generated outside Kölliker’s organ (Figs. 2, 9). Additionally, organ of Corti supporting cells, which continue to ex-
press Sox2 but are not as easily converted under short induction protocols (Figs. 2, 4), can be converted with longer TgAtoh1 induction (Figs. 7, 8B). These results suggest that longer Atoh1 delivery may be able to generate de novo sensory progenitors and convert less competent cell types. The extended Atoh1 induction required for conversion of supporting cells could be due to inhibitory signals important for maintaining the cellular pattern of the organ of Corti or the more differentiated status of these cell types. Because these supporting cells represent some of the most likely candidates for Atoh1-mediated hair cell generation, further work manipulating various signaling pathways is needed to more fully understand what limits the reprogramming of these cells.

Furthermore, cell cycle re-entry was observed in the normally postmitotic cochlear epithelium after extended Atoh1 induction. Brdu-UP-positive nuclei are present in Hensen’s or Claudius’ cells in vivo (Fig. 8D, arrow) and within the sensory region in vitro (Fig. 8H). Dividing supporting cells are capable of progressing through mitosis, suggesting that they are not merely dying cells (Fig. 10). The observed proliferation is consistent with the idea that Atoh1 has varied roles, depending on the context of other signaling pathways (Klisch et al., 2011). It is possible that this phenomenon represents an attempt to repopulate cell populations that have been forcefully converted after extended Atoh1 delivery, and it may represent a mechanism of self-renewal similar to what has been reported within the avian auditory system (Cafaro et al., 2007).

Together, these findings illustrate the various effects of Atoh1 on the postnatal cochlea. In addition to confirming its known role as a potent hair cell differentiation factor, we show that Atoh1 can induce de novo expression of the prosensory factor Sox2 (Fig. 2) and nonautonomous induction of sensory hair and supporting cells (Fig. 7), and that it can promote cell cycle re-entry under certain conditions (Figs. 9, 10) within the mammalian cochlear epithelium. Along with evidence that postnatally generated ectopic sensory regions retain the ability to form the correct cellular mosaic pattern, these results suggest that a functional sensory region may be regenerated in the mature animal, and they raise intriguing possibilities for hair cell regeneration. In combination with manipulations of other molecular pathways, the regulated induction of Atoh1 in this transgenic line offers a promising opportunity to further test hair cell regeneration in mammals.
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